Ain't It a Wonderful Day?

Words & music by Sam Stone

D  G  D  A  D
I love waking up to the fresh morning dew. I love every day when the sun shines so bright. I love every day that is blest with the rain. The pond, trees glad when toot pick when

DAa  DAa  G  G  D  G  D  DA
love waiting up at the will shine window new. The birds in the sky peck on that don't care what to do. And it makes me so

G  D  G  D  G  D  A
love looking at the will shine window new. The birds in the sky peck on that don't care what to do. And it makes me so

G  D  G  D  G  D  A
love waiting up at the will shine window new. The birds in the sky peck on that don't care what to do. And it makes me so

D  Chorus  D  G  D  A
Ain't it a wonderful day? Ain't it a wonderful day? Ain't it a wonderful day?

D  G  D  D  D  D  G  D
Oh what a wonderful day! My heart is so happy, and

G  D  G  D  A  D
all I can say is: Ain't it a wonderful day?